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Teaching Kids About Finance in the New Era

If you’re having a hard time pulling your (grand)child away from their 
smartphone, you’re not alone. A recent CBC article shed some light on the 
complications emerging from smartphone use. Meal delivery services 
have become so ubiquitous that high‑school students are ordering meals 
to school. One high school reported 50 to 70 deliveries in a day before a ban 
was put in place.1

It may seem harmless, but there are concerns that deeper behaviours 
are being cultivated. In this age of smartphones, will children adopt 
poor spending and saving practices if things like meal delivery services 
become habitual?

Indeed, the digital age has brought new challenges when teaching children 
about finances. The basic lessons haven’t changed: teaching the virtues 
of saving and compounded growth, imparting good budgeting and 
spending behaviours and helping children to set and achieve goals. Instilling 
these habits at an early age can pay dividends down the road. However, 
these lessons may need to adapt to new realities:

Debt perceptions — Canadians were once known for having moderate debt 
levels. Just 30 years ago, our debt‑to‑income ratio* was around 85 percent; 
today it is in excess of 175 percent.2 With interest rates at historical lows, 
debt has become more accepted. Children need to be taught the dangers 
of holding debt, especially the high cost of debt associated with credit cards.

Social media influences — Social media has perpetuated “FOMO”, the 
fear of missing out. Yet children often fail to recognize that social media 
is not a true representation of reality and trying to keep up with celebrities 
can be a recipe for “insta‑debt.” Children should also be taught the 
dangers of social media in compromising privacy and potentially putting 
finances at risk.

Instant gratification — The digital age has fed our appetite for instantaneous 
results. With access to immediate information and one‑click shopping, 
we’ve been conditioned to expect goods (or gratification) at the tap 
of a finger. Succumbing to spending temptations can be expensive and 
children should learn the importance of sacrificing immediate “wants” for 
later “needs.”

A cashless society — As we move towards a cashless society, with payments 
by smartphone and credit card just a tap away, keeping track of expenditures 
may become more difficult. This may mean that keeping accurate records 
and exercising budgeting discipline will become even more important.
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When legendary businessman, 
investor and philanthropist 
T. Boone Pickens passed away last 
fall, he left behind a final message. 
It is a worthwhile read that 
offers inspiring lessons from a life 
well lived.

The letter is also a reminder 
that we can all work towards 
creating our own legacy. A legacy 
isn’t just about how you are 
remembered after you’re gone 
and it doesn’t have to involve large 
sums of money. Creating a legacy 
can focus on the impact you have 
while you are alive.

This is where the work 
we do as investment advisors 
can be so important. Beyond our 
role in helping you to achieve 
your wealth goals, we are also 
here to support you in the 
creation of your legacy. This 
can involve imparting financial 
wisdom to younger generations, 
assisting (grand)children with their 
education, or giving to charity 
during your lifetime. Also important 
is putting in place an estate plan 
so you will be remembered in the 
future. After all, in Pickens’ words, 
eventually “it’s time we all move on.”

Here are some thoughtful excerpts 
from his last letter. The entire text 
is available online at https://
boonepickens.com. If you do not 
have access, please call to arrange 
for a copy.

A Sign of the Times?

Even the classic board game Monopoly, in its 85th year, has had multiple facelifts to ensure its relevance.3 A new cashless 
Monopoly uses electronic transactions, a mini ATM and debit cards. Another edition incorporates “voice banking”, in which 
players command a voice assistant to manage financial transactions: a sign of the times.

Likewise, the financial lessons we impart on the next generation need to adapt to these new challenges. If you need 
assistance or require resources to support these important and necessary conversations with kids, please reach out. 
We would be happy to help.

Notes: *outstanding debt divided by disposable income;  
1. cbc.ca/news/canada/british‑columbia/lunch‑delivery‑woes‑at‑surrey‑schools‑1.4932723;  
2. cbc.ca/news/business/debt‑to‑income‑ratio‑second‑quarter‑1.5282226; Statistics Canada T3810023501; 3. cbsnews.com/news/
new‑monopoly‑game‑in‑2019‑goes‑cashless‑with‑voice‑assistant‑banker/

“
If you are reading this, I have passed on from this world — not as big a deal for you as it was for me.

In my final months, I came to the sad reality that my life really did have a fourth quarter  
and the clock really would run out on me. I took the time to convey some thoughts that reflect back 
on my rich and full life.

...One question I was asked time and again: What is it that you will leave behind?

...If I had to single out one piece of advice that’s guided me through life, most likely it would  
be from my grandmother. She always made a point of making sure I understood that  
on the road to success, there’s no point in blaming others when you fail.

...I also long practiced what my mother preached to me throughout her life — be generous.

For most of my adult life, I’ve believed that I was put on Earth to make money and be generous with it. 
I’ve never been a fan of inherited wealth. My family is taken care of, but I was far down this philanthropic 
road when, in 2010, Warren Buffet and Bill Gates asked me to take their Giving Pledge, a commitment 
by the world’s wealthiest to dedicate the majority of their wealth to philanthropy. I agreed immediately.

...My wealth was built through some key principles, including:

A good work ethic is critical.

Don’t think competition is bad, but play by the rules.

Learn to analyze well. Assess the risks and the prospective rewards, and keep it simple.

Learn from mistakes. That’s not just a cliché. I sure made my share.

Be humble.

Stay fit. You don’t want to get old and feel bad. You’ll also get a lot more accomplished and feel 
better about yourself.

Embrace change. Although older people are generally threatened by change, young people loved 
me because I embraced change rather than running from it. Change creates opportunity.

Have faith, both in spiritual matters and in humanity, and in yourself. That faith will see you 
through the dark times we all navigate.

”

What Is It That You Will Leave Behind?

https://boonepickens.com
https://boonepickens.com
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/lunch-delivery-woes-at-surrey-schools-1.4932723
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/debt-to-income-ratio-second-quarter-1.5282226
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-monopoly-game-in-2019-goes-cashless-with-voice-assistant-banker/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-monopoly-game-in-2019-goes-cashless-with-voice-assistant-banker/


How Often Are You Checking Investment Performance?

Technology continues to change the speed at which we  
process information. According to Netflix, it takes just 
1.8 seconds for subscribers to consider each program title they 
encounter.1 Studies show that online shoppers are more likely 
to make a purchase if they can retrieve product information 
more quickly. It was reported that for every 100 millisecond 
improvement in load time, Walmart experienced up to a 
one percent increase in online revenue.2

At the same time, we’ve conditioned ourselves to seek 
information more rapidly. In investing, we can quickly 
access our portfolios online to check performance. This 
often doesn’t take much longer than selecting a show 
on Netflix.

However, frequent checking of investment performance 
may not provide the right feedback. The problem? The 
information we receive about short‑term performance 
isn’t usually indicative of what will happen over the longer 
term. Checking market performance more frequently 
increases the likelihood of seeing downward movements.

S&P/TSX Composite Returns: ‘84 to ‘19
Time Frame Positive Negative
Daily 54% 46%
Quarterly 64% 36%
One Year (Annually) 71% 29%
Every 5 Years 91% 9%
Every 10 Years 100% 0%

Source: S&P/TSX Composite Index Returns 10/01/84 to 10/29/19.

Two investors with the same investment performance 
could have different perspectives based on the frequency 
with which information is accessed. Checking the S&P/
TSX Composite Index on a daily basis, instead of quarterly, 

would increase the odds of seeing a negative result 
by 10 percentage points (see chart). While some of us may 
have the mental fortitude to prevent negative performance 
from affecting our mood, the reality is that many of us do not.

When focusing on short‑term performance, it is also easy 
to overlook the realities of longer‑term investing:

1. Volatility is a normal part of equity markets. Since 1970, 
over 60 percent of annual S&P/TSX Composite Index 
total returns have been either greater than 20 percent 
or negative. Yet the market returned an average of around 
6 percent annually over this period. Simply put, there 
is a high likelihood of large movements in market returns, 
but this volatility smooths out over time.

2. Different investments, asset classes, or even investment 
accounts (based on asset location) may perform differently 
over time. A well‑structured portfolio uses techniques such 
as asset allocation and diversification to help minimize risk 
by investing across areas that react differently to changes 
in the markets.

3. Markets and economies are cyclical by nature. Long‑term 
investors will experience both up and down markets; a solid 
wealth plan builds in this expectation over time.

While it is easy to access investment performance details, 
checking performance less frequently may better align 
with the overall investment process. After all, the objective 
is likely not to liquidate your investments today or tomorrow, 
but instead to maximize your returns over the longer run.

1. forbes.com/sites/jiawertz/2017/03/17/how‑to‑compete‑for‑consumers‑online‑ 
while‑attention‑spans‑diminish/#1a4f97366679; 2. fastcompany.com/90309682/
heres‑what‑happened‑when‑i‑watched‑everything‑netflix‑told‑me‑to‑for‑2‑weeks

Real-Estate and Equity investments – A Comparison

When meeting with clients, we always review your personal 
net worth statement. This statement discloses your assets 
– real‑estate, investments, vehicles and other items. Data 
released in late 2018 says that Canadians have  up to 75% 
of their net worth in real‑estate.1 This is partially due to 
major metro housing markets appreciating in value and our 
high overall home ownership percentage. Is the domination 
of real‑estate wealth beneficial? What are the risks and 
benefits of real‑estate? In this column we will review the 
benefits and drawbacks of a primary real‑estate residence. 

Primary residence benefits are numerous. Firstly, as an 
owner you save on rental costs and are forced to save 
through mortgage payments – which will hopefully build 
your equity. Secondly, all of your gains are not subject 
to tax on a primary residence. Losses are not able to be 
recovered either. The residence provides a nice tax shelter 
for you. Thirdly, the intangible enjoyment and location that 
comes with home ownership is something that can’t be 

understated. For example, a short commute time or access 
to schools and community programs. As Canadians, home 
ownership is part of our cultural context, with rates of 
ownership climbing from 60.3% in 1971 to 67.8% in 2016. Over 
2/3 of Canadians own a home.2

There are a few challenges associated with viewing your 
primary residence as only an investment. Unlike a company 
stock, real‑estate properties are not divisible. When house 
shopping a few years ago, I asked each open house realtor 
about the maintenance and utility costs. To my surprise, 
not one knew the estimated monthly costs. There are 
carrying costs associated with a primary residence, such as 
property taxes, utilities and general maintenance. Another 
item is the ability to sell your property at any time. 

1. https://www.mortgagebrokernews.ca/news/over‑34‑of‑canadas‑wealth‑is‑
represented‑by‑real‑estate‑252563.aspx 

2. https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily‑quotidien/171025/cg‑c001‑eng.htm 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jiawertz/2017/03/17/how-to-compete-for-consumers-online-while-attention-spans-diminish/#1a1797566667
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jiawertz/2017/03/17/how-to-compete-for-consumers-online-while-attention-spans-diminish/#1a1797566667
https://www.fastcompany.com/90309682/heres-what-happened-when-i-watched-everything-netflix-told-me-to-for-2-weeks
https://www.fastcompany.com/90309682/heres-what-happened-when-i-watched-everything-netflix-told-me-to-for-2-weeks
https://www.mortgagebrokernews.ca/news/over-34-of-canadas-wealth-is-represented-by-real-estate-252563.aspx
https://www.mortgagebrokernews.ca/news/over-34-of-canadas-wealth-is-represented-by-real-estate-252563.aspx
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/171025/cg-c001-eng.htm
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A client referral is the greatest complement our team can receive. If you are aware of a friend, family member, or business associate who 
could benefit from the services our team provides, please have them call or email our team directly. 

RRSP Season

March 2nd, 2020 is the deadline to contribute to your RRSP 
for the 2019 tax year.

Turning 71 years old this year? Please get in touch to discuss 
options for converting your RRSP.

TFSA have you fully contributed?

2020 Dollar Limit: $6,000

Lifetime Limit: $69,500

Upcoming Events March

Retire with Confidence:
March 11th at the Cronquist House, Red Deer

Your Farm Transition:
March - Date and Location TBA

As we’ve seen in western Canada over the last few years, 
real‑estate is illiquid in certain circumstances. Your ability  
to sell depends on the local economy and location. 

When we compare equity stock investments with 
real‑estate a few key differences emerge. Namely, equity 
investments are divisible – meaning you can sell/buy a 
portion of your investment at any time. Companies and 
their capital is mobile – investing in whatever products 
and services can generate a profit. This is essentially 
diversification at work – both in revenues and geography. 

Different taxes apply to investments – depending on your 
account type. Equity investments held in RRSP’s, TFSA’s or 
non‑registered accounts have different tax consequences. 
Investments do have carrying costs – which include 
transaction and management fees. 

Overall, real‑estate does have benefits and drawbacks. 
When advising clients, we like to share the analogy of a 
stool – having multiple legs to support your success. With  
a proper diversification strategy, you can reduce exposure 
to only one type of wealth and protect your future. 
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A Thought that Counts

The Ronald McDonald House gives families a warm, 
compassionate stay while their child is being cared 
for at the hospital. This holiday season we feel very 
fortunate to have volunteered at the Red Deer location 
preparing a delicious homemade meal for the families.

Facts - There are 15 Ronald McDonald  
Houses across Canada – 4 in Alberta!

› Over 6,000 volunteers help run them
› Over 10,000 families stay every year
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